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Mobile legends gatotkaca guide 2018

Gatot was one of the best tanker heroes in the game. In this article, I'll be managing the minor changes in your abilities and why your knowledge is one of the best of a tank hero.••• Steel BonesPassive SkillConverts 3% of lost HP physical protection, up to 250. Dealing damage to enemies with higher HP
provides 110~250 hp (increased by level) and 0.5x HP in physical protection. The effect can only be reported every 6 seconds. • If the passive icon showed it, it means that you activated the passive secret with HP support and it has a 6-second CD.• Gatotkaca is one of the toughest tanks to convert the
lost HP to physical protection.••• Blast Iron FistFirst SkillGatotkaca smashes the ground in front of it and conjures up 220 (+90% Total Magic Power) points and slows down the enemy. Gatotkaca gives enemies trapped by smashed land and slowed down by 50% 30 (+20% total magic) points. • Basic
damage starts at 220 points, and when the max level is 420 points.• This ability can be used to spam and poke the enemy, but it's mana consuming, which requires an item mana regen.• Use this to help clear minion wave faster as it's also an aftereffects damage.• It can be used to chase hero and slow
them down.••• UnbreakableSecond SkillGatotkaca charges and shouts loudly towards the designated direction , taunting enemies that use the basic attack against him, duration determines how long Gatotkaca charges for this skill (up to 1.3 seconds). After 2.5 seconds, Gatotkaca launches a
counterattack that deals 100 points of magic damage and 1.5% of the total HP magic damage. • Counter damage starts at 100 points, and when the maximum level is 175 points.• This dash moves in a direction that can pass through thin walls that can be used to escape or chase enemies.• It can be used
to cover teammates, especially in team combat.• It's best to start a team fight or take on a hero.•• GuardianUltimate's SkillGatotka avatar can quickly reveal teammates, especially in a team fight.• The best one is to take on a team fight.• GuardianUltimate SkillGatotka's avatar can quickly reveal
teammates, especially in a team fight.• The best if you start a team fight or add a hero.•• GuardianUltimate SkillGatotkaa's avatar can quickly charge and jump to the selected area. , knocks nearby enemies into the air for 1 second and gives 500 (+300% Total Magic) magic damage points. Energy units
near the center of the area knocked into the air for an extended period of time. • Basic damage starts with 500 points, and when fully upsized, 1,000 points.• If you use this ability, you need to anticipate the enemy's movements to aim properly with this ability.• This can be used to initiate team combat,
escape, and even steal the Lord. • This is perfect when enemy champions are in an abnormal state.• When you knock them down, your teammates can now go in and start wiping out enemies.• Hide in a bush and use this to the enemy's surprise. MGL heythird Cheeky Kid is a real-blue casual player.
When you're not watching anime or reading manga, chances are you're playing mindlessly. Mobile Legends Gatotkaca Item Build GuideMoonton Do you like Gatotkaca in Mobile Legends: Bang Bang? If your answer is yes, this is the for you! Like Mighty Legend, Gatotkaca must equip the right elements in
order to prove its ibility as a god. Fortunately, this guide provides element to build ideas that you use so you can lead Gatotkaca to victory. Without further abating, here are three elements that synergy well with Gatotkaca's muscles of iron and bone steel. You can follow them completely or even pinch
them a little bit. Do everything you can to be a legend. Unbreakable God's Item Build, as the name shows, the Unbreakable God Item Build boasts overwhelming defensive power! It has been found that Gatotkaca is one of the toughest tank heroes in Mobile Legends due to the fact that it has a passive



skill that can increase the protection to the maximum limit. The Unbreakable God item Build the traction, the defensive force just shoots up through the roof! Gatotkaca, in every way, is a solid tank no matter what build he dons. Still, the Unbreakable God Item Build strengthens your defenses even more.
All items in this build are synergistic in order to give him copious amounts of HP, physical protection, and magical protection. Apart from these, the items here also have specific effects, such as; Burning Soul, Vengeance, and Deter- all of which are skills that can keep chipping off hp's enemy. As for the
existence of the wizard boots here to build, it is important to know that Gatotkaca can easily accumulate assists. Having said that, you will be able to accumulate gold faster from the start if you favor crafting this equipment as your first basic element.1. Wizard Boots+300 HP +40 Movement Speed (unique)
unique passive (looting) – gives you 80 gold coins for each assist. 2. Cursed Helmet+920 HP +50 Magical Defense Unique Passive (Burning Soul) – 1.5% of the total HP of nearby enemies as magic damage per second. This effect will take an additional 50% damage to your heners. 3. Blade Armor+90
Physical Defense Unique Passive (Vengeance) – Treats 25% of the enemy's physical attack as physical damage when you take damage from their base attacks. 4. Antique Cuirass+920 HP +54 Physical Protection +30 HP Regeneration Unique Passive (Deterrence) – reduces enemy champion attack
power by 6% for 2 seconds when your champion is attacked. This effect can stack up to 3 times. 5. Sky Guardian Helmet+1550 HP +100 HP Regeneration Unique Passive (Recovery) – Regenerates 1.5% of the hero's total HP. This effect can be further improved by killing enemy champions or assists.
Each kill increases the regenerative rate by 0.4%, while each assist increases by 0.2%. The regenerative rate can increase by up to 3.5%. This effect wears off after 5 seconds the hero takes damage. 6. Immortality+800 HP +40 Magical Defense Unique Passive (Immortal) – Resurrects the hero 2
seconds after death and wins a 15% HP and a shield that can absorb 300-1,000 points for 3 seconds. This effect is 180 recharge time. Celestial Celestial Item BuildThe Celestial Wrath Item Build may seem like an unorthodox build to many, but it shines in many uncertain moments. Everyone should know
that even without items, Gatotkaca is still a high-performance tank hero; and all this is due to the passive abilities of the Steel Bones. Thus, the shift in focus from defensive elements to magical power-boosting elements is extremely feasible! The offensive power of Gatotkaca's abilities depends heavily on
his magic. Therefore, equipping her with items that increase her magical power and magic penetration allows her skills to deal with even more damage. Two elements are displayed in the build: Soul Scroll and Winter Truncheon. Since gatotkaca can easily accumulate assists and not die easily, the Soul
Scroll will also supply him with a significant amount of magical power during the early game at a very cheap price. As for the winter truncheon, it's not just a decent amount of magical power, physical protection, and HP, it also allows the use of a unique skill called Frozen, which makes Gatotkaca
impenetrable for all damage and debuffs for 2 seconds. This capability is very useful in critical situations. Gatotkaca can use it to escape certain death, or to keep enough time for reinforcements to arrive. Not much is effectively utilized in the Heavenly Wrath Item Build as well. But once you discover its
strengths and advantages, it becomes easier to unleash celestial anger on the enemy and achieve victory.1. Arcane Boots +15 Magic Penetration +40 Movement Speed (Unique) 2. Soul Scroll+20 Magic Power +15 Magic Penetration (Unique) Unique Passive (Soul Steal) – wins 5 soul beats after
eliminating enemy champions and 3 soul piles for each assist. Every 15 piles of souls are automatically converted into 30 spells. Magic Power accumulation caps at 120 points. Keep in mind that if the hero dies before he reaches 15 Soul Stacks, the said hero will lose all accumulated Soul Stacks. 3.
Winter Truncheon+60 Magic Power +25 Physical Protection +400 HP Unique Active (Frozen) – immune to all damage and weakening for 2 seconds when activated. This ability is a cooldown of 100 seconds. 4. Holy Crystal+90 Magic Power +25% Magic Power (Unique) Unique Passive (Extermation) -
Increases magic attack damage by 15% after a skill reaches its target. The following skill damage eliminates this effect. The duration of this effect is 3 seconds and the cooling is 10 seconds. 5. Blood Wings+150 Magic Power +500 HP Unique Passive (Nirvana) – increases HP by 1.5 points for every 1-
point magic. 6. Divine Glaive +65 Magic Power +40% Magical Penetration (Unique) Unique Passive (Spellbreaker) - Increases the magic penetration bonus for this item by 30% if HP is the hero higher than 70%. Supreme Being Item Build There is no question that Gatotkaca is a supreme being. But it's
not always easy to present Gatotkaca's full power as the supreme being on the battlefield. So has developed a construction that highlights its main strength. This is a build that combines both magical courage and defensive power. This Supreme Being Element Builds! Remember, this is my favorite build
for Gatotkaca. Supreme Being Item Build enjoys the best of both worlds in terms of magic and protection. With this build, Gatotkaca blocks are hard, and the hits are even harder! The first item that needs to be built is wizard boots. It is a necessary element that will help in accumulating gold fast, so you
can build other basic elements in no time. Winter Truncheon may not seem like much, but it does add some much-needed magic to amplify Gatotkaca's abilities. Besides, there is a unique skill called Frozen, which can save your life in extremely dangerous situations. As far as the remaining items are
concerned, they provide many bulk elements and even some offensive effects that could be detrimental to the opposition. I like that this build is so balanced. If you know how to use it effectively, it's only a matter of time before other players call not only Gatotkaca the supreme being, but also you.1. Wizard
Boots+300 HP +40 Movement Speed (unique) unique passive (looting) – gives you 80 gold coins for each assist. 2. Winter Truncheon+60 Magic Power +25 Physical Protection +400 HP Unique Active (Frozen) – immune to all damage and weakening for 2 seconds when activated. This ability is a
cooldown of 100 seconds. 3. Cursed Helmet+920 HP +50 Magical Defense Unique Passive (Burning Soul) – 1.5% of the total HP of nearby enemies as magic damage per second. This effect will take an additional 50% damage to your heners. 4. Athena Shield+900 HP +56 Magical Defense +20 HP
Regeneration Custom Passive (Shield) - receives damage-absorbing shield every 30 seconds. The injury the shield can swallow as the game continues is maxing at 1,150. 5. Blade Armor+90 Physical Defense Unique Passive (Vengeance) – Treats 25% of the enemy's physical attack as physical damage
when you take damage from their base attacks. 6. Sky Guardian Helmet+1550 HP +100 HP Regeneration Unique Passive (Recovery) – Regenerates 1.5% of the hero's total HP. This effect can be further improved by killing enemy champions or assists. Each kill increases the regenerative rate by 0.4%,
while each assist increases by 0.2%. The regenerative rate can increase by up to 3.5%. This effect wears off after 5 seconds the hero takes damage. Damage.
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